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Flew for about 10 minutes in a straight line thinking I'd eventually find something but I didn't, you can't do a full 360 "up/down"
either, it sends space into a spinning motion as you hit the limit. (I'm thinking about 180 degrees, 90 up 90 down from 0.)
So.don't know if it's good or not as I never found anything, properly boring it was though.maybe you're lucky enough to reach
something and it then turns out to be a great game, 10 minutes of holding spacebar and nothing else is not enough to make me
want to play more though.. 10/10 Going to rewatch Antz now.. The game is confusing and it doesn't have a tutorial. 10/10 Going
to rewatch Antz now.. Couldn't figure out how to close the menus and the build menu covers 1/4 of the screen. Maybe make it
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slightly translucent at least? Very small resolution and maximizing the window makes everything blurry (on 1440p display
anyways). I like the concept though. Just needs more work to improve the game experience. There is no tutorial but you can
goof around and figure some stuff out. Feels more like a demo than a game. Maybe 2$ is worth that to some people but not for
me.. Fun little side game. Alien encounters are neat, combining elements is fun. Well worth the price.. This Game is not even
worth the dollar, sure you can fly around in a spaceship but the controls are clunky and there is no way to turn 360 degrees so
you can go back to the planet you just flew past. In addition though I've only played for about 10 mins it is quite clear to me that
there is little to no point of actually colonzing planets(the whole point of the game). In conclusion it simply seems that this
game, while an amazing concept, has been executed astoundingly poorly and is rather underfunded. If there was a major update
to the game which was not a paid DLC I would be more than happy to altar my review based on the new gamplay added.
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